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QUESTION 1

When granting a user or role access to a group of pages, it is best practice to grant that user or role access to what type
of file or component? 

A. Page definition file 

B. Bounded task flow including the page(s) 

C. Unbounded task flow including the page(s) 

D. jspx file 

E. Entity objects included in the UI 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Your application contains an entity object, OrdersEO. You decide to create an updatable view object SpecialOrdersVO,
to handle orders that contain not-from-stock items. How will SpecialOrdersVO and OrdersEO interact to retrieve data
about special orders? 

A. OrdersEO retrieves the data from the database and validates it; SpecialOrdersVO then queries the entity object\\'s
cache 

B. SpecialOrdersVO queries the database; the retrieved data is validated in the entity object, and then saved to the
entity object\\'s cache 

C. SpecialOrdersVO queries the OrdersEO entity object to retrieve data about special orders; the data is then saved in
the view object\\'s cache 

D. SpecialOrdersVO queries the OrdersEO cache; the data is validated by the entity object, and then the two objects
are synchronized with the database 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Choose four benefits of using page templates. 

A. They increase developer productivity. 

B. You can base a new page template on an existing page template. 

C. They can be nested. 
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D. They can be customized. 

E. They enable a consistent look and feel across the pages of an application. 

F. They are reusable. 

G. There are two reuse mechanisms: by copy and by reference 

Correct Answer: ABDE 

 

QUESTION 4

What type of event listener can be triggered at different points In the JSF life cycle? 

A. Action listener 

B. Selection listener 

C. Launch listener 

D. Phase listener 

E. Value change listener 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: http://www.laliluna.de/articles/posts/jsf-2-evaluation-test.html 

 

QUESTION 5

You have a page containing all the Department items. It also includes a button to save the changes. What is the correct
expression language value you should have for the Action Listener Property? 

A. #{!bindings.Commit.execute) 

B. # {bindings. Commit.current Row} 

C. #{bindings.Commit.execute} 

D. #{bindings- Save.execute} 

E. # {bindings. Comnit. immediate} 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: http://books.google.com.pk/books?id=TyLqw6i6BtYCandpg=PA432andlpg=PA432anddq=acti on+listener+pr
operty+%23%7Bbindings.Commit.execute%7Dandsource=blandots=PEDtbGuOmandsig=k38P4oDp1oiQzDYKFlF7ncz
AE1Aandhl=enandei=GmjBTtn5GsPKsgaCw8CeAwands
a=Xandoi=book_resultandct=resultandresnum=5andved=0CDgQ6AEwBA#v=onepageandqandf=false 

 

QUESTION 6
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Consider this task flow. What will be the outcome of calling the task flow? 

A. Because the default activity is not a view activity, the SetCustomerInfo method will be skipped and the
ViewCustomerOrders view activity will be displayed in the region. 

B. The SetCustomerInfo method is called, and the ViewCustomerOrders view activity will be displayed in the region if
the SetCustomerInfo method returns a string of update. 

C. The default activity will be called, and the ViewCustomerOrders method on the application module will be called. 

D. The SetCustomerInfo method will be called, and the viewcustomerorders view activity will be displayed in the region. 

E. The SetCustomerInfo method is called, and the UpdateOrders view activity will bedisplayed inthe region if the
setcustometinfo method returns a string of update. 

F. The SetCustomerInfo view activity will be called, and the go method will execute the ViewCustomerOrders method. 

Correct Answer: F 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Identify two ways to create a bounded task flow. 

A. by using the New Gallery 
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B. by converting an unbounded task flow 

C. by adding task flow components to adfc-config.xml 

D. by extracting part of an existing task flow 

E. by dragging a task flow component from the Component Palette 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E12839_01/web.1111/b31974/taskflows.htm#BABICFBE 

 

QUESTION 8

Valid customer status codes for an application are contained in the StatusCode attribute of a CustomerStatus view
object. In the Customers view object, the CustomerStatusCode attribute should be selected from a drop-down list. How
would you create a list of value for CustomerStatusCode? 

A. Create a view link for CustomerStatus. Define the list and display attributes and define that list attribute UI Hints. 

B. Define the CustomerStatus list data source and list attribute. Define a display attribute and map the status code
attribute to the CustomerStatusCode attribute. 

C. Create a transient attribute in the Customers view object. Define the value of the customerstatusCode attribute using
Groovy, and set the display type of the attribute to list. 

D. Define the Customers list data source. Define the statuscode display attribute and the list return values, and set the
value type for the statuscode attribute to list. 

E. Create a view link for CustomerStatus. Define the WHERE clause for the Customers view object to include the
corresponding list attributes from both view objects. Set the value type of the CustomerStatusCode attribute to list. 

Correct Answer: A  

 

QUESTION 9

Which component stores application page changes In XML documents and merges the changes during the rendering of
the page? 

A. WebCenter Framework 

B. WebCenter Services 

C. Metadata Services 

D. WebCenter Spaces 

E. Portals 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 10

The FOD schema includes two entity objects, ProductEO and ProductCategoryEO, related as shown in the screenshot.
Examine the recursive relationship that ProducCategoryEO has with itself and choose the business rule that this
relationship implements. 

A. A Product Category belongs to one or many (parent) Product Categories and a Product Category contains one or
many (child) Product Categories. 

B. A Product Category may belong to a (parent) Product Category and may contain a (child) Product Category. 

C. A Product Category belongs to one and only one (parent) Product Category and contains at lea one (child) Product
Category. 

D. A Product Category belongs to one or many (parent) Product Categories and may contain Product Categories. 

E. A Product Category must belong to at least one (parent) Product Category and must contain and only one (child)
Product Category. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 11

You are debugging an application module method that seems to be causing an error when the argument value is
anything but "2". How could you most efficiently debug this issue? 

A. Set a breakpoint on the first line of the method implementation and set the breakpoint property to break only for
threads named oracie.jbo.Exception. 

B. Set a breakpoint on the first line of the method implementation and set the breakpoint pass count property to 2. 

C. Set a breakpoint on the first line of the method implementation and set the breakpoint condition to arg ! = 2. 

D. Set a breakpoint on the method declaration (where the argument is defined) and step through the breakpoint at
execution to determine the argument value. 
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E. Set a breakpoint on the method declaration (where the argument is defined) and set the condition to arg == 2. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

You want to define that a panel box titled should display information about the currently selected customer: "currently
editing Customer Surname:
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